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BIO OXYGEN PLASMA -
The FUTURE of HVAC / VRFs' power savings.

Reduction of Carbon Footprint in HVAC & VRF

INTRODUCTION

What if the entire indoor air is continuously maintained to 

have the most ideal Oxygen percentages at 21-23.5%, 

lowest CO2, SOx, NOx, HCHO & VOC levels? And 

99.999999% lesser Infections (6-Log reduction)?

Then do we really need to invite the same amount of 

outside HOT (& Polluted) air, fondly called “fresh air” into 

the HVAC system, and BURN power (& Money) by cooling 

that extra temperature to attain the comfortable 

atmosphere indoors?

Fresh air may be extremely required for several other reasons. 

But by application of this unique technology, the power 

consumption as well as the capital expenses are incredibly 

reduced, by reducing the percentage of fresh air suction.

NEW TECHNOLOGY ARRIVAL

• Bio Oxygen Plasma (Bioxy Plasma)?

A scientific mixture of Oxygen Plasma, Oxygen Clusters & 

electrons

• History

Preliminary versions invented in the Scandinavian countries, it 

had been traditionally used for betterment of Indoor Air Quality. 

• How does the technology work? 

As the aerial oxygen is electronically excited, the inter atomic 

angles within oxygen molecules begins to change. The 

electronic parameters are attained & maintained in such a 

manner that this angle is meticulously kept at 94 degrees to 

contain the oxygen at a plasma state called Oxygen plasma. 

Along with this, there is addition of Oxygen Clusters& other 

elements like electrons (which act as positive catalysts) which 

combine together to form what is called Bioxy Plasma and 

present the unique benefits that are recorded. 

Regarding the mode of operation, the basic job of Bioxy Plasma 

is express oxidation, which oxidizes (ruptures the molecular 

structure of) the long-chain hydrocarbons forming the infections 

and the toxic gases. This leads to decomposition of these 

hydrocarbons into non-toxic elementary compounds like O2, N2, 

H2, etc. The oxygen molecules (O2) are thereby extracted from 

the toxic& infectious molecules due to the decomposition, and 

that is how, the oxygen percentage increases indoors.

The inventors’ certificates boldly depict that the microbial RNA 

structure is substantially ruptured instantaneously at the strength 

of the non toxic gas mixture.

• How much power is saved?

Users can experience an average of a whopping 25-30% of 

power consumption being saved annually. 

• Calculation of Power Savings

Every air-conditioned building needs the basic IAQ 

Specifications. 

For example, in a Hospital, its followed as per ASHRAE Standard 

170 – 20 : like RH %, Static Pressure in the Room, Db 

Temperature, , Air Velocity, Type of Air Fresh Air % or ACH rate

Flow ( Turbulence or Laminar ), AHU - Filter  & Coil material to 

avoid contamination, Ventilation techniques,  like Displacement 

Ventilation etc .

Now the above Bioxy Plasma Technology can reduce the 

Energy Cost by reducing the fresh air %. 

As a bonus, it helps incredibly in controlling aerial & surface 

cross-infection. 

As a thumb rule, considering Sensible Heat Load & Latent Heat 

Load, the power consumption of an AHU is 1.2-1.3 kw/hr per Ton. 

Generally, we consider 1 Ton as approximately 400CFM. 

Now, for example, let’s take a 10,000 CFM AHU in a , Hospital

considering the recommended fresh-air intake percentage to be 

30%. 

If Bioxy Plasma is injected via the AHU, then the user can bring 

down the fresh-air intake to only 10% - with the rest 20% being re-

circulated indoors. 

This gives us 20% of power being saved. 

20% of 10,000 CFM = 2,000 CFM. 

Since 400 CFM = 1 Ton, 2000 CFM = 5 Ton. 

Power saved for 5 Ton (2,000 CFM) = 5x1.2 kw/hr = 6kw/hr. 

Daily savings = 6x24 = 144 kw. 

Monthly savings = 144x30 kw = 4320 kw. 

Annual savings = 51,840 kw. 

Commercially in a city like Kolkata, the average charges for every 

kw in a Hospital is Rs.7 per Kw/hr. 

Therefore, for 51,840 kw/hr, the annual savings is commercially 

Rs. 3,62,880. 

Now, this saving is just for a single AHU of 10,000 CFM. 

If in a large Hospital or commercial building there are 100 AHUs 

of similar capacity, the total annual power savings thereby 

calculate to a whopping Rs. 3,62,88,000 (Rs. 3.62 Crores). 

• What are the Indoor Air Quality Parameters achieved? 

The technology is found to offer ALL following benefits 

SIMULTANEOUSLY :

1. Infection-Control / Sterilization in Patient-Occupied / people-

occupied spaces

2. Increases indoor aerial OXYGEN (O2) percentage

3. REDUCES Co2,

So2,

No2,

CO, etc

4. Reduction of VOCs,  

5. Smoke-suppression

6. Helps in better sleep, reduces stress

7. Reduction of colloidal dust particles without any consumables 

or filters, & all other benefits tested internationally, as portrayed in 

International Government reports and 3rd-party test reports.

• How are the equipments installed? 

The outlet of the machines are placed in front of the AHU Blower, 

so that the blower can suck the bioxy plasma, distribute them via 

the ducts and into the rooms covered by the AHU. The models 

are entirely of plug and play type, requiring no expert attendance 

during fitment.

• What are the recurring expenses?

Bio oxygen plasma generators are completely electronic 

machines, with NO consumables or recurring expenses – other 

than electricity! 

The electricity consumption of these is only 70 watts for each 

5000 CFM. 

• Other Commercial Benefits

1. Power Savings in HVAC / VRF – as already described above

2. Saves capital cost in new HVAC projects by reduction of HVAC 

tonnage

3. Saves capital cost in new HVAC projects by reduction of FTU 

capacity

4. Reduction of Duct-Maintenance costs – by prevention of bio-

mass formation & corrosion in the ducts

• Difference from other technologies like UV, Ozone, 

existing non-thermal Plasma, Air Filters, etc

None of the existing technologies in India offer all the above-

mentioned Air Quality benefits simultaneously, or individually. 

Some other technologies can only de-activate microbes upto a 

certain point of time and can never rupture their molecular 

structure safely without creating any toxic by-products. Its 

technically non-feasible for them to reduce CO2 or increase O2, 

among other requirements, to save power consumption. 

Therefore, there is no scope for discussion on those technolo-

gies in this application.

• How are the equipments designed based on HVAC 

sizes? 

The equipment are designed as per CFM / CMH capacity of the 

Air Handling Units (AHU). The models available in this part of the 

continent are designed with respect to common CFM ranges 

starting from 3,000 CFM upto 40,000 CFM for each AHU.

Each AHU needs one Bioxy Plasma generator at its blower. This 

combination of models is therefore capable of taking care of any 

large sizes of designs and installations.

• Return on Investments

Simply in terms of the money saved from power saving, the 

investment is returned within first nine months after the 

installation.

From the start of centralised air-conditioning all over the world, we have learnt and practised the 

importance of “fresh-air” suction in abundance. 

As we all know, this is done to balance the internal decaying of O2 levels and rising of corresponding 

CO2 levels, among others, due to constant inhalation of oxygen and exhalation of carbon dioxide from 

indoor occupants. 

The world is changing. So is technology. 
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